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- Latest update: 04th August 2013 Status: 1,182 cards have been dumped and “only” 11 are missing to complete the American set of cards! The missing
set consist of incredibly rare cards: if you are able to get your hands on one of these; you are either rich or it’s just a
mirage! If you are rich, a dump to obtain information about the card would be a great idea!
UNDUMPED POKÉMON-e TCG PROMOTIONAL CARDS: 10 items
The first ten cards of our dirty dozen are all from a
mystical set named “Pokémon Sample”.
These ten cards were manufactured for retail
stores so that the store staff can demonstrate the
e-Reader games and features to customers.
The ten ugly monsters should have a nice value
for the collectors market: there is no doubt this
stuff is cached in some nuclear-war-bunker, and
not available in online auctions.
At the moment, we can only assume that the data
strips are the same as their standard version.
Hoppip (serial M-02-#)
Koffing (serial M-04-#)
Pikachu (serial M-16-#)
Gastly (serial M-19-#)
Machop (serial M-21-#)
Machoke (serial M-42-#)
Chansey (serial M-48-#)
Rapidash (serial M-74-#)
Pichu (serial M-83-#)
Machamp (serial M-88-#)
UNDUMPED E3 2002 PROMOTIONAL CARDS: 1 item
The remaining card is wanted dead or alive; it's the alternative version of the “Kirby Contest” Cards, handed out at E3
2002.
There are three versions available of the “Kirby Contest” cards: it may either show a “1 st Prize”, a “2nd Prize” or a “Not a
Winner” message. The winning versions are very, very, very rare, but we are patient people, and our affiliates and their
descendants will wait for this dump for the next couple of millenniums.
Kirby Contest Card (serial 00-A001) “1st Prize” version
NO-INTRO GROUP PROVIDES YOU THE MOST UPDATED e-READER DAT AROUND.
PLEASE SURF ON OUR e-READER SUBSITE:

HTTP://EREADER.NO-INTRO.ORG/
PRODUCT NAMES AND IMAGES USED ON THIS DOCUMENT ARE TRADEMARKS OF THEIR
RESPECTIVE OWNERS, WITH WHICH WE ARE IN NO WAY ASSOCIATED OR AFFILIATED.

We added Kirby Contest Card “2nd Prize” version data to our catalog to
celebrate our 10th birthday! Thanks to r* for the donation.

